
$MBC - MemeMillionaires $Boys Club$

 Redefining the entire culture in the meme 

crypto space!
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Disclaimer
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$MBC Token & Project MemeMillionaires $Boys Club$ (hereinafter referred to as 
the "Token") is a meme coin created solely for entertainment purposes. It has no 
intrinsic value, and there is no expectation of financial return or profit associated 
with holding or trading the Token.



The Token does not represent ownership, equity, or any form of investment in $MBC. 
It does not grant any rights, dividends, or voting privileges within the project or its 
associated platforms.



$MBC - MemeMillionaires $Boys Club$ does not have a formal team or roadmap 
in place, and there are no guarantees regarding the development, maintenance, or 
future activities of the project. The Token is offered without any representation or 
warranty, whether express or implied.



Any decision to purchase, hold, or trade the Token is solely at the user's own risk and 
discretion. Users should carefully consider and evaluate the associated risks before 
engaging in any activities related to the Token. It is recommended to seek 
professional advice and conduct thorough research before making any financial 
decisions.



By engaging with the Token or participating in any associated activities, users 
acknowledge and accept that $MBC - MemeMillionaires $Boys Club$ and its 
creators, developers, and affiliates bear no responsibility or liability for any loss, 
damage, or harm incurred as a result of such engagement.



Users are responsible for compliance with all applicable laws, regulations, and legal 
requirements within their jurisdiction when dealing with the Token.

The above disclaimer constitutes the entire agreement between the user and $MBC 
- MemeMillionaires $Boys Club$ regarding the Token, superseding any prior 
agreements, understandings, or representations.



ABOUT

MemeMillonaires $Boys Club$ started as a group of developers who felt pretty 
low after losing money in some meme coins that didn’t quite live up to their 
hype. So, the Meme-Millonaires went to their dear friend Mr D, for some advice. 
Mr D, being the creative genius, came up with a brand new meme crypto token 
called $MBC - MemeMillionaires Boys Club. 



This token is simply paying homage to all Meme-Millonaires out there, having fun 
through a bear market. $MBC is a meme coin with absolutely no intrinsic value 
or expectation of financial return. There is no formal team or roadmap. the coin 
is completely useless and for entertainment purposes only. The mission is just to 
make new members of the MemeMillonaires $Boys Club$.
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MemeMillionaires 

$Boys Club$

Token overview

TOKEN SECURITY

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

TOKENOMICS

VALUE PROPOSITION?

$MBC is a meme coin that exists solely 
for entertainment purposes. It does not 
possess any intrinsic value or 
anticipate any financial returns. 

The creators intentionally designed 
$MBC to deviate from the traditional 
model of cryptocurrencies with formal 
teams and roadmaps. Instead, $MBC 
serves as a virtual gathering place for 
mememillonaires and crypto 
enthusiasts, fostering a sense of 
belonging and shared enjoyment 
during bear markets.



 Audit contrac
 Blacklist function to block MEV bot
 6% sales tax the first 2h after launch
 Renounced contract after first wee
 Devs - 30 years combined experience 
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1 000 000 000 000 000 

0x3aa72d5522986eB327521637D45f30DD67eFedcd

3% - SALES TAX 

TOKEN SYMBOL: MBC$ AUDIT

https://bscscan.com/address/0x3aa72d5522986eB327521637D45f30DD67eFedcd
https://github.com/Audit-Ace/Audits-Smart-Contracts/blob/main/MBC%20Audit%20Report.pdf


Mission and Objectives

MISSION

OBJECTIVES - When Lambo

The primary mission of $MBC is to build a vibrant 
community of memeMillonaires. By establishing 
an inclusive space where individuals can come 
together, share memes, and engage in 
lighthearted discussions, $MBC aims to alleviate 
the pressures and disappointments associated 
with market downturns. Through its purposefully 
useless nature, $MBC invites members to 
embrace the joy of participating in the crypto 
community without focusing on financial gains.

MemeMillionaires $Boys Club$  has three main 
objectives to fulfil

 Create a community and have shit loads of fu
 Develop what ever we want when ever we wan
 Giving away a lambo just for the fun of it
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Impact & Benefits


Entertainment 

& Camaraderie



Community Building

$MBC provides a platform for 
mememillonaires to find solace, 
amusement, and connection during bear 
markets. By encouraging members to 
engage in playful banter, share memes, 
and support one another, $MBC fosters 
an environment where entertainment 
and camaraderie flourish.


The creation of $MBC enables the 
formation of a tight-knit community 
centered around a shared passion for 
memes and crypto. The absence of 
financial expectations ensures that 
individuals join purely for the fun and 
social interactions, creating a unique 
sense of unity and belonging within the 
MemeMillionaires $Boys Club$.
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Emotional Well-being


During market downturns, investors often 
experience stress and frustration. $MBC 
offers an alternative perspective, shifting 
the focus from financial gains to 
communal experiences. By emphasizing 
entertainment and fostering positive 
interactions, $MBC aims to improve the 
emotional well-being of its members and 
provide a respite from the pressures of 
the crypto market.
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MBC$ + ERC 721A + ERC 6551 = LAMBO

WHAT TO COME - ROADMAP?



Conclusion
$MBC - MemeMillionaires $Boys Club$ stands as a groundbreaking meme token that 
redefines the crypto space by prioritizing entertainment, camaraderie, and emotional 
well-being over financial gains. By building a community around lightheartedness and 
shared experiences, $MBC provides mememillonaires and crypto enthusiasts with an 
opportunity to navigate bear markets with a sense of joy and togetherness. While $MBC 
may not possess any intrinsic value, its impact in reinvigorating the crypto community 
through laughter and connection should not be underestimated.
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SOCIALS

 TELEGRA

 TWITTE

 https://www.mememillionaire.xyz/


MEMEMILLIONAIRE BOYS CLUB - WHITEPAPER

https://t.me/mememillionairesboysclub_group
https://twitter.com/MBC_xyz
https://www.mememillionaire.xyz/



